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Steps for Environmental Due Diligence

Phase I

Phase II

Additional Steps

(Always conduct): Noninvasive environmental due
diligence - Review of site
documents and environmental
reports from seller and
agencies

(If warranted by Phase I):
Invasive testing of the site

(Depending on the
transaction): Consider
whether additional due
diligence is warranted, such
as Phase III or compliance
audit

*Given lag times, propound FOIA and other open records requests as early in the process as possible.
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Phase I Environmental Site Assessment

What is a Phase I?
Phase I Environmental Site Assessments are the building block of the due
diligence process.

ASTM E1527-13 is the current industry standard for Phase Is.

EPA endorses this standard as satisfying AAI.

ASTM E1527-13 Non-Scope Items: Asbestos, lead-based paint, radon, etc.
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Phase II Environmental Site Assessment

What is a Phase II?
Invasive sampling to determine whether the site is contaminated.
A Phase II may be warranted, depending on the Phase I results.
Work closely with Environmental Professional and counsel to develop a Scope of
Work (“SOW”).
While not required, there are benefits to conducting Phase IIs before closing (e.g.,
negotiate lower purchase price and indemnities; negotiate remediation; consider
Brownfield and/or Voluntary Cleanup Programs, comfort or status letters, or nonliability agreements).
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Tailoring the Scope of Due Diligence

Know the assets involved in the transaction. The type of property and/or project will drive the
scope of due diligence.
Examples:
• For residential assets, additional ASTM non-scope inquiries should be conducted (e.g., asbestos,
lead-based paint, radon, and mold).
• For redevelopment properties where onsite structures will be razed, the scope may be more
limited with respect to potential risks associated with those structures, since they will not be onsite
post-development.
Assets in certain states, such as NJ and CT, may be subject to state transfer act requirements, which
could require conducting more robust due diligence.
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Tailoring the Scope of Due Diligence

The party you represent may affect the breadth of the
SOW.

For example, buyers will likely want a more
expansive/robust, comprehensive due diligence SOW to
get a more fulsome picture of the asset they seek to
acquire.
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Other Diligence Considerations
•

Wetlands – identification of wetlands subject to federal or
state regulation

•

Asbestos Surveys

•

Endangered or Threatened Species

•

Permitting/Licenses/Authorizations

•

Violations, Compliance, and Operational Issues

•

Emerging Contaminants Concerns

•

Sustainability and Social Risk Issues

•

Transaction Screen Process

•

Property Transfer Requirements

All Appropriate Inquiries (“AAI”)

AAI delineates the actions which must be conducted to obtain
certain liability protections under CERCLA. CERCLA §§
101(35)(B), (40)(B); 40 C.F.R. § 312.20.

AAI’s intended objectives are to identify “conditions indicative of
releases and threatened releases of hazardous substances on,
at, in, or to the subject property.” 40 C.F.R. § 312.20(e).
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AAI: What is Required?
Requires an Environmental Professional to
perform the inquiry. 40 C.F.R. § 312.20(a)(1).

Requires the collection of information related to
environmental clean-up liens, from persons with
specialized knowledge or experience, related to
purchase price, and commonly known or
reasonably ascertainable information. Id. §§
312.20(a)(2), 312.22(a)(1)–(4).

Activities must be conducted within one year
before the acquisition date, and some actions
must be conducted within 180 days of the
acquisition date. Id. § 312.20(b).
14

Common Environmental Risks Identified During Due Diligence

Regulatory Listings/Clean-Up Response
•
•

Historical or ongoing cleanup actions associated with UST releases, dry
cleaning solvent releases, etc.
Failure to report releases.

Historical Uses Which May Have Impacted the Property
•

Historical use for industrial purposes, as a gas station, or as a dry cleaner.

ASTM E1527-13 Non-Scope Items
•
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Asbestos, lead-based paint, radon, etc.

Transfer Act Statutes
•

New Jersey Industrial Site Recovery Act, N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 13:1K-6 et seq.; NJAC 7:26B
–

•

Connecticut Property Transfer Law, Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. §§ 22a-134 to -134e
–

•
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Requires disclosure of environmental conditions when certain properties or businesses are transferred

Michigan Baseline Environmental Assessments (“BEA”), Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. §§ 324.20101
et seq., adopts ASTM AAI standard.
–

•

Requires owners of certain industrial facilities to investigate and remediate properties prior to property transfers
when the business ceases operations or is sold

Protects buyers, leasees or secured creditors from liability for cleanup of existing contamination if a BEA is
conducted and disclosed to State and subsequent purchasers and transferees

Delaware Transfer or Closure of Establishments Law, Del. Code Tit. 7, §§ 9202 et seq. requires
AAI due diligence, to be defined by regulation, for the transfer of an establishment with 1M lbs.
of EPCRTA listed chemicals, or an LQG.

Transfer Act Statutes Cont.
•

Iowa Environmental Quality Act, Iowa Code Ann. § 455B.430
–

•

Ohio Cessation of Regulated Operations Program, Ohio Rev. Code Ann. §§ 3752.01-.99
–
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Requires approval of Iowa to sell or transfer a hazardous substance or hazardous disposal site

Requires the owner/operator to lawfully drain, remove, dispose, sell or transfer all regulated substances, and
debris or equipment containing regulated substances

Transfer Act Issues

•

CT and NJ require certification that industrial property is clean or remediated or will be
remediated prior to closing.

•

Scope of work can be broader than ASTM E1527-13. Example, CT require identification of
Areas of Concern defined to include areas where hazardous materials “have been or may
have been used.” NJ similar; whereas ASTM REC is based on actual indicia of contamination.

•

Prior lead time is critical.

•

Who will pay and control work?

•

Whose consultant will do the work?
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Emerging Issues in Environmental Due Diligence

Indoor Air Quality
•

Vapor Encroachment:
–

•

ASTM E1527-13 requires Phase Is to address vapor migration.

Radon
–

Prevalent non-scope consideration, particularly for residential properties.

CERCLA extended BFPP protection afforded to tenants. See CERCLA §
101(40)(A)(ii).
Updates to the ASTM E1527 guidelines are forthcoming.
–
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The 2013 guidelines sunset in 2021.

Anticipated ASTM E1527 Updates

•

Addition and/or clarification of definitions for REC, HREC, CREC, Significant Data Gap,
Activity and Use Limitations, and Subject Property

•

Clarification of CRECS which are determined to no longer pose a risk to human health

•

Photographic documentation of observations and negative observations during site visits

•

Increased requirements for the scope of historical research, which will include mandatory
research on adjacent and surrounding sites, use of aerial photographs, fire insurance maps,
city directories, and topographic maps

•

Discussion of “emerging contaminants” that are outside the scope of E15327

•

More robust report requirements, including appendix to clarify REC/HREC/CREC definitions
with examples and flow chart
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Emerging Issues in Environmental Due Diligence

Proposed changes to Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) as it applies to conduct resulting in the injury
or death of migratory birds protected by the MBTA
Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) and GenX:
•

•

February 22, 2021
–

EPA reissued final determinations to regulate PFOS and PFOA, two members of the broader PFAS family of
emerging contaminants

–

EPA Issues Rule Requiring Drinking Water Systems to Conduct PFAS Sampling

March 11, 2021, EPA proposed the fifth Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Rule (UCMR 5)
–

•
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Would require sample collection for 30 chemical contaminants between 2023 and 2025 using analytical methods
developed by EPA and consensus organizations

April 27, 2021, EPA Administrator Regan called for the creation of a new “EPA Council on PFAS” that
is charged with building on the agency’s ongoing work to better understand and ultimately reduce the
potential risks caused by these chemicals

Emerging Issues in Environmental Due Diligence

Environmental Justice (EJ)
•

Jan. 27, 2021, Executive Order (E.O. 14008), addressing EJ, climate change and equity issues

•

April 7, 2021, EPA Administrator Announces Agency Action to Advance Environmental Justice

•
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–

Administrator Regan: “integrating environmental justice and equity into the very DNA of EPA”

–

Strengthen enforcement of violations in overburdened/EJ communities

Revisiting the Trump Administration's EPA rule prohibiting the Agency's Environmental
Appeals Board from considering policy issues and E.O. mandates (including EJ issues) in
permit review decisions

Emerging Issues in Environmental Due Diligence

ESG: Environmental, Social, and Governance.
•

March 3, 2021: SEC Division of Examinations 2021 Examination Priorities
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-39
–

“This year, the Division is enhancing its focus on climate and ESG-related risks by examining proxy voting policies
and practices to ensure voting aligns with investors’ best interests and expectations, as well as firms’ business
continuity plans in light of intensifying physical risks associated with climate change,” said Acting Chair Allison
Herren Lee. “Through these and other efforts, we are integrating.”

•

March 4, 2021: SEC announces Enforcement Task Force focused on Climate and ESG Issues

•

April 9, 2021, SEC Risk Alert. https://www.sec.gov/files/esg-risk-alert.pdf
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Why Conduct Environmental Due Diligence in M&A Transactions?

Short Answer:

1. To identify environmental risks
and prevent adverse exposure;
2. To limit liability; and
3. To satisfy AAI;
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Benefits for Conducting Environmental Due Diligence and Satisfying AAI
Buyers and Sellers/Targets have different motivations for conducting
environmental due diligence.
Buyers:
•

Avoid post-closing surprises and identify issues which may be used to negotiate price or other
conditions.

•

Qualify for CERCLA defense/liability limitations at 42 U.S.C. § 9706 (r)(1) (i.e., Bona Fide
Prospective Purchaser (“BFPP”), Innocent Landowner, or Contiguous Property Owner).

Sellers/Targets:
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•

Quantify current environmental risks to limit future liability.

•

Conduct additional remediation if necessary to preserve purchase price.

•

Further define deal terms and assign mitigation responsibility.

•

Market properties as eligible for voluntary remediation programs.

Elements to Qualify for and Maintain BFPP Status

Satisfy AAI: To qualify as a BFPP, a prospective buyer or prospective tenant
must meet the criteria delineated at CERCLA § 101(40)(B), which includes
satisfying AAI.

Affiliation: The buyer must also demonstrate it is not potentially liable for
any response costs and is not affiliated with potentially responsible parties
with respect to the property at issue. Id. § 101(40)(B)(viii).

Continuing Obligations: To maintain BFPP status, certain actions must be
taken (e.g., comply with land use restrictions, avoid impeding effectiveness of
institutional controls, fully cooperate with persons conducting response
actions).
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Examples of Court Decisions Addressing BFPP

California Department of Toxic Substances Control v. Westside Delivery LLC, 2016 WL 7665414 (C.D. Cal. 2016), rev’d on other
grounds, 888 F.3d 1085 (9th Cir. 2018).
•

Purchaser qualified for Third Party Defense because it “exercised due care” and cooperated with regulatory agency’s
remediation.

PCS Nitrogen Inc. v. Ashley II of Charleston LLC, 714 F.3d 161 (4th Cir. 2013).
•

Owner had not taken “due care” or “reasonable steps” when it exacerbated site conditions during development and used an
underground sump that deteriorated and presented a threat of release of hazardous substances.

Von Duprin LLC v. Moran Elec. Servs., Inc., 2019 WL 535752 (D. Ind. 2019).
•

Phase I ESAs are deficient if they do not include the consultant’s qualifications and/or if the consultant fails to make an inquiry
with the property owner.

•

Phase I ESAs are not the exclusive means for satisfying AAI; Phase II ESA can also satisfy AAI.

SPS Ltd P’ship LLLP v. Sparrows Point, LLC, 2017 WL 3917153 (D. Md. 2017).
•
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Purchaser of a former shipyard was afforded protection as a BFPP when it hired consultant to assist with ESA and entered into
an administrative consent order to address site conditions.

Allocating Environmental Risks in Transactions

Important Components for Environmental Purposes:

1.

Representations: Statements a person is willing to make about the property,
assets, or business being sold.

2.

Warranties: Promises that appear on the face of the contract.
E.g., compliance with environmental laws and permits; release of hazardous materials;
and pending and threatened environmental claims from government authorities and
third parties
Limiting Language Often Used: Knowledge; Caused by; Materiality; limited to specific
dates
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Allocating Environmental Risks in Transactions

Important Components for Environmental Purposes:
1.

Covenants: Promises regarding what a party/person will/will not do in the future.
•

2.

Indemnities: Party agrees to indemnify the other party against claims or losses resulting from
environmental impacts at the subject property.
•

3.

E.g., liabilities covered; scope of environmental conditions covered. Often coupled with a
“hold harmless” and/or defense provision that triggers for the duty to defend, in addition to
duty to indemnify.

Consider whether deal warrants including additional environmental issues.
•
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E.g., “Tenant covenants and agrees that it will not use hazardous substances onsite.”

E.g., post-closing environmental obligations; Phase II scope of work, Brownfields or
voluntary cleanup program protections.

Allocating Environmental Risks in Transactions

Other Tools to Consider:
1.

Requirement that Buyer maintain all due diligence as confidential.

2.

Post-closing obligations (E.g., Seller to complete Voluntary Cleanup Program post-closing).

3.

Costs of development (E.g., which party will be responsible for soil disposal and dewatering
expenses associated with impacted soil and/or groundwater).

4.

BFPP work agreements (BFPP performs remediation with EPA oversight and EPA grants a
covenant not to sue for “existing contamination” and a release/waiver from windfall lien).

5.

Prospective Purchaser Agreements ("PPA") (EPA grants liability relief in exchange for payment
and/or cleanup work).

6.

Contiguous Property Owner ("CPO") Assurance Letters and Settlement Agreement (Liability
protection for contamination originating from offsite sources).
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Tools to Mitigate Environmental Risk in M&A Transactions

Environmental Escrow Accounts

Financial Assurance and State Funds

Regulatory Tools for Addressing Liability Risks

Environmental Insurance

Environmental Liability Transfers
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Environmental Escrow Accounts

At closing, Seller will place funds into an escrow account to be
used to mitigate environmental cleanup and remediation costs.

Opinions of Probable Cost (“OPCs”), which environmental
professionals prepare to address the reasonable worst-case
scenario for environmental issues, can be used as a technical basis
in setting the escrow amount.

Funds may be released from the escrow account as completion of
remediation is achieved.
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Financial Assurance and State Funds

State or Federal regulators may require certain types of operations
to demonstrate that they have the financial resources necessary to
properly close a facility when the facility’s operational life is
complete.

Many states also have funds which pay for remediation costs
associated with environmental impacts resulting from specific
activities.
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Environmental Insurance Policies

Environmental insurance policies provide coverage for liability and/or cleanup costs associated with clean-up and remediation of environmental
impacts.

These policies should be tailored to fit the specific site and conditions at
issue.

Types of environmental insurance policies include:
• Environmental Impairment Liability (“EIL”) Coverage
• Secured Creditor Impaired Property Coverage
• Cost Cap Coverage
• Finite Risk Coverage
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State-Specific Issues Regarding Insurance Policies
Indiana Law Regarding Pollution Exclusions
St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. City of Kokomo (S.D. Ind. June 25, 2015).
“Indiana utilizes a unique approach to determine the applicability of a pollution exclusion in an insurance policy dispute. . . .
The Indiana Supreme Court first addressed an insurance policy pollution exclusion in American States Insurance Co. v.
Kiger, 662 N.E.2d 945 (Ind.1996), where it ultimately concluded that the term “pollutants” used in the exclusion was
ambiguous, requiring construction in favor of coverage .4 It emphasized that the clause could not be read literally “as it would
negate virtually all coverage.” Id. at 948.”
“4. The policy at issue in Kiger defined “pollutants” as follows: “Pollutants means any solid, liquid, gaseous or thermal irritant or
contaminant, including smoke, vapor, soot, fumes, acids, alkalis, chemicals and waste. Waste includes materials to be recycled,
reconditioned or reclaimed.””
“The Indiana Supreme Court has addressed pollution exclusions multiple times since Kiger, “reaching the same result each
time” after finding each policy’s definition of the word “pollutant” to be ambiguous and construing the language against the
insurer by finding a duty to defend. . . .”
See also Visteon Corp. v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 777 F.3d 415, 417 (7th Cir. 2015) (“Indiana requires that for [a
pollution-exclusion] clause to be enforceable the policy must ‘specify what falls within its pollution exclusion.’”); Atl.
Casualty Ins. Co. v. Garcia, 227 F. Supp. 3d 990 (N.D. Ind. 2017) (“Indiana courts have repeatedly found pollution exclusions
ambiguous and construed them not to exclude coverage.”).
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EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization

I.

1.

EPA Comfort/Status Letters – Issued for information purposes only, although
with proper approvals could include stronger assurances of non-liability.

Types of Superfund Comfort/Status Letters –
a)
b)
c)

d)
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“Federal Superfund Interest Letter” to advise of EPA’s Superfund involvement at property and
could include “reasonable steps”
“No Current Federal Superfund Interest Letter”
“No Previous Superfund Interest Letter” to confirm that there is no historical evidence of federal
Superfund involvement
“State Action Letter”

EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization
2. Not issued for typical real estate transactions, but depending on regional resources could
issue in the following circumstances:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

When EPA has taken a Superfund response action at property;
There is a realistic Superfund liability concern;
There is sufficient information to address an interested party’s concern;
When Superfund comfort/status letter will facilitate clean-up, redevelopment, or responsible stewardship of
property;
The community, EPA, or environment will benefit from the issuance of a comfort/status letter;
When clarification of a property’s status and EPA’s intentions with respect to contamination is necessary; and
When a comfort/status letter is an appropriate tool to adequately address an interested party’s concerns.

See, EPA “Revised Policy on the Issuance of Superfund Comfort/Status Letters,” dated August
25, 2015, at https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/guidance-revised-policy-issuance-superfundcomfortstatus-letters
NOTE – State agencies will have similar tools.
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EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization

II. Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser Work Agreements –
Issued when BFPP goes beyond “reasonable steps and undertakes remediation,
agreeing to EPA oversight, payment of oversight costs, financial responsibility for
which EPA grants a covenant not to sue for “existing contamination” and a
release/waiver from windfall lien.
See, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/bfpp-ra-mem_0.pdf with
model agreement and order on consent for removal action.
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EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization

III. Prospective Purchaser Agreements ("PPA") and Prospective Lessee Agreements
EPA grants liability relief in exchange for payment and/or clean-up work in limited
circumstances, such as:

1.

Significant environmental benefits will be derived from the project in terms of
cleanup, or a new use;

2.

EPA’s response costs will be reimbursed; and

3.

There is a significant need for a PPA to accomplish the project's goals.
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EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization
IV. Contiguous Property Owner ("CPO") Assurance Letters and Settlement Agreement
Contiguous property owners, whose properties are contaminated from an off-site source, and did
not cause the release or contamination, are excluded from liability and the definition of “owner” or
“operator” under CERCLA. To qualify, the CPO must make AII, have no contractual affiliation with
responsible party, and satisfy continuing obligations. In its discretion, EPA, by statute, 42 U.S.C.
§ 9607(q)(3), is authorized to issue:
1.

“No action assurance” letters if EPA through a response action has been involved at
either the landowner’s property or the off-site source of the release; or

2.

A CPO settlement agreement, if the landowner has been sued under CERCLA by Third
Parties or can demonstrate a real and substantial threat of such litigation.

See, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/interim-guidance-enforcement-discretion-regarding-contiguous-propertyowners
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EPA Tools for Addressing Liability Concerns for Brownfields and Land Revitalization

V.

Windfall Lien Resolution Agreements

Only in cases with EPA involvement and after cleanup work at a site is completed, EPA may
have a "windfall lien" on the BFPP's property. The windfall lien equals the lesser of either: (1) the
amount of the unrecovered cleanup costs incurred by EPA, or (2) the increase in fair market
value at the property attributable to the Superfund cleanup. EPA's model windfall lien resolution
document is used where EPA is likely to pursue a windfall lien and a BFPP wants to resolve any
existing or potential windfall lien.
See, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/interim-guidance-enforcement-discretion-concerning-windfall-liens-cerclasection-107r
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Questions
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Andrew Perel
andrew.perel@troutman.com
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Marian Hwang
mhwang@milesstockbridge.com

Freedom Smith
freedom.smith@icemiller.com
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